Greetings and aloha!
I am excited to be a part of this program, and I know from personal experience that KSU has produced outstanding officers with an deep pride in this school and its history. Every cadet who walks through these doors has a rich legacy to uphold. I’ve quickly seen they are up to this challenge, and will make all of you proud! I look forward to the future.

Wildcat Warrior Alumni, this semester has been a great learning and leadership experience as the Cadet Wing Commander. I have been impressed by the improvements that the GMC and POC have made this semester. The leadership provided by the Cadre has set a high bar of what every cadet must be as an officer.

The cadets here have taken many strides to becoming future officers in our great Air Force! We set many goals for the semester, year, and a ten year plan for the Wildcat Warriors. Some of these major ones include: Improving continuity though an online database for all jobs and events, having more joint events with AROTC and those at Fort Riley. Ranking in the top-third as a Detachment in the nation for grades and pt scores. I look forward to see Det 270 continue to improve under our next Cadet Wing Commander Patrick R.

This semester has been a busy for the Headhunters. Throughout the semester, we have done color guards for volleyball, basketball, and football games. For Veteran’s Day, Company G-7 traveled to El Dorado, Kansas, to participate in a parade and also cleaning Bill Snyder Family Stadium. A lot of hard work has been put in this semester. Our dedication is unwavering, and we will do what it takes to go to NATCON and prove, once again, that we are the best company in the nation.

Company G-7 celebrates with Kansas State Universities Olympic silver medalist, Erik Kynard Jr. at a home football game.
Honor Guard
By: C/Capt David S.

This semester has been full of prestigious venues for the Wildcat warriors. We started over the summer when we traveled to Kansas City to present our nation’s colors before a Royals game and will finish the semester by performing prior to the Kansas State vs. Texas football game. There were ten sporting events throughout the semester that we took part in which included volleyball, football and basketball games. We also had the opportunity to open a meeting for the Daughters of the American Revolution while they recited the Pledge of Allegiance. We were also active during our Dining Out by showing respect for our prisoners of war through the POW/MIA table ceremony, as well as having a saber arch for our December commissionees.

The future of Honor Guard at Detachment 270 looks bright with more than ten cadets working toward membership. When the new members join current members there will be fifteen cadets in Honor Guard ready for the spring semester.

Arnold Air Society
By: C/1 Lt Anna B.

The Vorhies Squadron has completed the 24 hour Silent Guard in which cadets stand watch at the Vietnam Memorial to honor our veterans and lost soldiers, a Prisoner of War awareness booth, and making paracord bracelets to raise money for Relay for Life and National Conclave. We have also completed our goal of acquiring a memorial name plate for the Vietnam Memorial.

The Vorhies Squadron has had a very successful semester! Our goals of increasing our active membership has been very successful with our candidate class of 17 cadets and with only a few weeks left in the semester, we are excited to welcome them to the active side! We sent 3 cadets to Area Conclave which was held in Omaha, NE where we ran for Area Staff against the Air Force Academy and were selected to be 2013-2014 Area Staff! For the rest of the semester our focus is on our fund raising and finishing out strong!
Operations Group Report
By: C/Lt Col Jessica K.

This year, flight commanders worked together to create new training techniques to increase the effectiveness of flight meetings. The results are easy to see in the wing’s Cadet of the Month Board. AS100s are rivaling the AS200s in the amount of knowledge they know and professionalism they exude. We introduced some great Leadership Labs to the program. One of our highest praised labs was attended by two Pakistani officers who are currently attending the US Army Command and General Staff College in Ft. Leavenworth Kansas. They introduced the culture, economy, and military aspects of their country. They spoke to us about joint ventures and their importance in the future military. We also had two labs based off the Airman’s Manual. We used hands on training and manual references to teach cadets necessary skills. We also used our Leadership Lab to instill cadets with a strong sense of pride for their college by establishing a “Campusology” Lab where cadets were taken through campus and taught the history of Kansas State University. Operations Group has completed many tasks and through them watched our detachment and wing become a better institution. Thank you for your support of the Wildcat Warriors!

Mission Support Group Report
By: C/Lt Col David M.

Mission support has implemented many successful changes. A few of the best programs that were implemented include a weekly study session which introduced cadets to testing skills and techniques. Another successful program that has been revamped is our mentor mentee program. In the past we’ve paired up one POC upper-classmen to one-three lower-classmen GMC. This semester we assigned a junior POC to a senior POC and under those two POC two-five GMC. This new style allows for junior POC to continue to receive mentoring from the seniors as well as allow them to become mentors themselves.

Physical fitness has changed into a more rigorous and core centered workout. Our Physical Fitness Officer has adopted elements from cross fit, P90X, Insanity, and other renowned workout regimens to create a PT session which guarantees results. We have also had joint PT with the Army ROTC. This allows us to workout with the Army cadets in order to foster esprit de corps with our sister branch.
Detachment 270 Wildcat Warriors would like to congratulate the Senior Commissioning class of Fall 2012

C/Maj Tyler L.

Cadet of the Month Board Winners

September
C4C/ Hannah G.
C3C/ Carl M.
C2C/ David S.

October
C4C/ Joshua L.

Joint Awards Ceremony Winners

American Legion Military Excellence
Bronze Joshua L.
Silver Andrew V.
Gold Anna B. and Quincy W.

American Legion Scholastic Excellence
Bronze Benjamin A.
Silver Carl M.
Gold David S. and Patrick R.

Daughters of the American Revolution
Jessica K.

American Veterans Organization
Jonathon T.

Military Officers Association of America
Erica I.

First Command “Wildcat” Award
Hallie R.

Outstanding GMC of the Semester
Carl M.